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DISCLAIMER NOTICE
The advice and information contained in this workout component may not be appropriate for all individuals. Therefore, the author, employees, company, affiliates, or any other parties involved in the creation or
promotion of this workout and nutrition program are not responsible for any injuries or health conditions
that may result from advice, opinions, and workouts contained in any Vince Del Monte workout and nutrition system. The information in this workout and nutrition program are the opinions of the author and are
not a replacement for medical advice. You should consult a physician before starting any diet or exercise
program. If you choose to follow the workout and nutrition program without consulting your physician,
you are doing so at your own risk. We claim no responsibility for any injuries you might sustain. Exercises
include tutorials and detailed descriptions to give you the information you need to be able to perform the
exercise with proper form. However, it is your responsibility to warm up properly, determine the weight
you will use, perform each movement correctly, get professional supervision if you’re unsure of an
exercise technique and ultimately to decide whether or not you are capable of performing the exercise/
workout without sustaining injury.
Copyright © 2015 – Vince Del Monte and VinceDelMonteFitness.com. All rights are reserved. You may not
distribute this report in any way. You may not sell it, or reprint any part of it without written consent from
the author, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in a review.
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THE STORY BEHIND THESE
INCREDIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS
A lot of people have been asking me, “Where did these incredible transformations come from?” so here’s
the quick back story…
Last year I was inspired by a Tom Peters quote:
“Leaders don’t create more followers, leaders create more leaders.”
This quote inspired me to create the first Del Monte Pro Team -- a group of 12 individuals who would
represent and endorse my No Nonsense and Live Large approach to lifting and life.
In short, these 12 individuals are my online ambassadors who get hooked up with perks such as
coaching, mentorship, live events and access to me and my network for an entire year.
My goal was to help them transform their bodies using my new workout methods, so they could go out
and inspire others to do the same.
How do you make the Del Monte Pro Team?
Try out!
And fight for the transformation of your life while competing against others.
The BEST 12 transformations make the team.
In September 2014, I invited my readers to try out for an 18-week transformation contest consisting of
three 6-week rounds.
In exchange, each contestant received the first of three six-week phases that consists of the core
techniques found inside my No Nonsense Muscle Building 2.0 System (to be released later this
summer… stay tuned).
Every six weeks I made cuts based on the contestants’ progress.
If you made the cut, you got the next 6-week phase of my programming and the final round of
contestants got to work through my 6-Week Size Program (dedicated to shoulders and arms), 6-Week
Strength Program and 6-Week Shred Program which you can learn more about right here.
My goal was not only to create leaders but to create UNDENIABLE PROOF that my workout techniques
WORK on regular people without great genes and without the use of anabolic steroids.
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Together, we’ve set an incredibly ambitious and important goal:
To help one million men build life-changing muscle in the most direct and efficient way
without any nonsense or foolishness, by the year 2020!
Giving away this free report is a small way we’re moving toward our goal, so THANK YOU for taking action
and moving forward with us.
Now let’s dive into the report…
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THE KEY TO CONSTANT GROWTH IS
CONSTANT STIMULUS
The key to constant growth is constant stimulus. When you place a new or more intense demand on your
muscles, it stimulates the body to what it needs to do to adapt to that demand. We don't just want to do
something that's new or different though - we need specific and proven strategies to provide the growth
we're after so that we don’t leave any gains on the gym floor.
Research from Schoenfeld (2010) reveals three mechanisms of hypertrophy (a.k.a. muscle growth). In
other words, three specific things make your muscles grow:
1. Metabolic stress
2. Mechanical tension
3. Muscle damage
Don’t get scared by the names, it’s really simple to understand.
Most guys generally hit one – maybe two – of these mechanisms in their training. That means you’re
leaving a lot of growth on the gym floor! Maximizing your muscle gains requires utilizing all three
mechanisms in an organized and periodized plan like this one, so allow us to introduce three of the most
effective techniques to do so:
1. Constant tension timed sets (stress sets for short) for metabolic stress
2. Clusters for mechanical tension
3. Omni sets for muscle damage
I have been fortunate enough to experiment with these techniques over the past year and a half thanks to
my personal coach, Ryan Faehnle. Ryan earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Exercise Science while serving
in the United States Air Force. After college he became an NCAA Division I strength and conditioning
coach at Miami University, a do-or-die position that required him to get his athletes maximum results in
minimum time, or start looking for a new job!
It’s no surprise that Ryan knows exactly what he’s doing when it comes to building muscle, getting
strong, and burning fat – fast. The three techniques I’m about to share with you have played the starring
role in the 13 pounds of muscle I’ve gained in the past four years, according to comparative DEXA scans
in 2011 and recently in 2015 (don’t worry guys, I’m not making up these numbers). Here’s a recent
picture I took during a photo shoot at the Arnold Classic in Columbus Ohio in March 2015:
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The reason I share my results is because I have been training with weights since I was 22 years old and
I’ve had periods where I’ve made great gains, average gains and no gains at all. The past four years
marks a period of time I would say I’ve made above average gains. So, if you’ve been training for more
than four years and consider yourself “advanced,” I’m confident you’ll have great success with these
methods, too.
On the flip side, many of my students ranged from 19 to 39 years old and each blew away their
expectations, so the programs work great for guys who are newer to the game as well as those who’ve
already been around the block.
When you properly implement all three techniques in your program, in a specific order, your muscles will
have no choice but to grow – faster than ever before. Not only that, but the clusters are going to make
you strong as an ox and you can strategically utilize omni sets to get shredded to the bone!
Are you ready to learn how to build the biggest, strongest, leanest version of yourself just like
we did? We thought so!
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1.

Stress Sets – Metabolic Stress

We begin the program with an incredibly effective technique called stress sets. We’re going to stop
counting reps and start lifting for time instead – time under tension (TUT) that is. You will end up
performing sets for longer than you’re used to, building up a ton of metabolic by-products (a.k.a an
incredible burn) and creating a lot of metabolic stress – our first mechanism of hypertrophy.
What’s the problem with counting reps? If two guys perform a set of 10 reps, one using a 4 second
tempo (40 seconds TUT) and the other using a 2 second tempo (20 seconds TUT), they’re working toward
totally different goals.
The first guy is going to activate hypertrophy while the second builds strength. In effect, the number of
reps you’re doing is not the best way to determine what goals you’re working toward – TUT is
much more accurate.
When we throw counting reps out the window, we are able to forget about quantity and focus on quality
movement and tension. Training for time forces you to think entirely about contracting against the
resistance with quality movement. So often when we count reps we are thinking about performance.
When it comes to building muscle via metabolic stress, performance has very little to do with it. Training
with the proper load for the correct TUT will get you your muscle gains. Not banging out one
extra crappy rep than the previous week.
Ready to take stress sets for a spin? Great – grab a stopwatch (preferably with a countdown timer) and a
pair of dumbbells and we’ll demonstrate with a set of biceps curls. Whatever the length of the set, set
your timer for 5 seconds longer (e.g. 35 seconds for a 30 second TUT set). Start the timer; use those 5
seconds as a buffer so that you can get in position, then start curling. Remember: no locking out at the
top or bottom – we’re going for constant tension.
Still curling? Good! Keep going until the timer beeps. Unable to complete any more full reps? Do partials!
Don’t you dare lose that tension! Can’t do any more partials? Use an isometric hold! Dig deep and find a
way to hold those dumbbells anywhere but the bottom of the movement so you maintain tension. Oh, it
hurts? That’s what earning your muscle gains via metabolic stress feels like.
This is where we separate the men from the boys and find out who is really here for results.
We don’t want to use stress sets for more than six weeks at a time. The high volume and sheer
excruciating nature will eventually lead to burnout. You’ll be ready for a change after six weeks of stress
sets.

Want to try out a 6-Week Size Program dedicated to
Stress Sets with a Shoulder and Arm focus? Click Here To Learn More.
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2.

Clusters – Mechanical Tension

The key to steady growth without plateaus is to force your neuromuscular system to adapt to a
continuously changing set of stimuli. After constantly hammering your muscles with high volume and
metabolic stress, transitioning into a phase with much lower volume allows your body to utilize more
incoming calories to support muscle size and growth rather than having them burned off as energy.
During the first few weeks of clusters you’ll experience muscle growth as you recover from the metabolic
stress from the stress set phase. At the same time, you’re going to be hammering your muscles with the
second mechanism of hypertrophy: mechanical tension, which is all about moving heavy weights. Heavy
weights produce a ton of mechanical tension which selectively recruits your Type II muscle
fibers – the biggest, baddest fibers with the greatest potential for growth.
Now, we don’t just want to move the heaviest weights possible. After you pass a certain percentage of
maximum strength you lose tension in the target muscle as your body simply uses whatever it needs
(other muscles and connective tissues) to move the weight by any means possible, which generally
results in a lot of undue joint stress (Pinto et al., 2013).
Instead, we pick a weight right in the “sweet spot” that provides maximum mechanical tension on the
target muscles and minimizes joint stress. This is where cluster sets really shine as the ideal
method for mechanical tension. We’re able to stay in the “sweet spot” for more reps than we could if
we performed a set in the typical (set/rest/set) fashion by utilizing intra-set rest periods that allow us to
get more reps.
After all, what’s better than lifting a heavy weight and producing lots of mechanical tension? Lifting that
weight for more overall reps, thus producing even more tension over the course of the workout, and
forcing your body to get bigger and stronger.
Let’s take a look at how clusters are performed. You’re going to select your 7-8 rep max but you’re going
to do 12 reps with it, and here’s how: do 4 reps, take your 10 second intra-rest period, do 4 more reps,
take another 10 second break, then complete the final 4 reps (we write this as 4+4+4).
That’s just one set, and we’re going to do four more! Take three minutes of rest between each set. You
should select a heavy enough load that you’re unable to do 4+4+4 for all of your sets. The final sets
might even look like 4+2+1, and that is fine. You’re going to beat that performance next week, and
before long you’ll do 4+4+4 for all five sets – and be bigger and stronger to boot!
Clusters provide the additional benefit of being an extremely safe way to get the benefits of lifting heavy
weights – you’re going to put a ton of tension on those big, bad Type II fibers without having to lift
anything close to your one rep max, which is typically where injuries occur. Get bigger, get stronger,
and stay safe with clusters.
Want to try out a 6-Week Strength Program Dedicated to
Cluster Sets with a Total Body focus? Click Here To Learn More.
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3.

Omni Sets – Muscle Damage

In the final phase, we transition from hammering one specific motor unit pool (multiple sets of the same
exercise, at the same angle) to attacking multiple motor unit pools with omni sets. This transition will
once again promote super compensation – increasing the size of your muscles and making you stronger
– as your body recovers from the onslaught of mechanical tension from clusters.
Omni sets provide the third component of hypertrophy -- muscle damage -- by employing slow
negatives, a lot of angles, a decent amount of volume, and seriously badass intensifiers (have you ever
tried doing 60 diamond push-ups immediately after performing three tough sets of triceps kickbacks? Of
course you haven’t; that’s one of the reasons you’re not making the gains you want – you’re not giving
your body new stimuli.
These new stimuli are some of the best muscle builders. Additionally, because muscle damage
provides a strong signal to your brain to maintain muscle during a cut, omni sets are also ideal for
getting shredded to the bone, if that’s your goal!
Omni is a latin prefix meaning “all” or “every,” and omni sets involve making minute changes to the
exercise from set to set (grip, stance, implement, trunk position, bench angle, etc.) to tax a wide array of
muscle fibers from all angles. For example, rather than performing all sets of a flat bench press with the
same grip we could alternate between several grips between sets, or use a different bench angle for
each set (or even perform some combination of these).
The possibilities are virtually endless, making it really hard to get bored with these workouts. In fact,
most people tell us that this is one of the most fun techniques they’ve ever used!
The minute changes we make from set to set are not random. With each change we make between sets
we’re going to give ourselves a mechanical advantage. That is, we’re going to find a position that makes
the exercise just a bit easier. This allows us to keep the intensity (weight) high through the sets and
perform more total mechanical work than if we performed the same variation for each set. Attacking
muscles from multiple angles also increases glycogen depletion.
Mechanical work and glycogen depletion are two of the best stimuli for burning fat, and muscle damage
– as we mentioned – is great for maintaining your muscle while leaning down. If you want to be
shredded, you want to use omni sets. Alternatively, if muscle gain is what you’re after, omni sets
are equally well suited to building big muscles.
Let’s take a look at how omni sets are done. Omni sets are performed back to back in a series of 3 to 8
exercise variations in a row (though 6 is typically the average). An omni set for dumbbell chest presses
looks like this:
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Set 1: 60 degree incline DB chest press
Set 2: 45 degree incline DB chest press
Set 3: 30 degree incline DB chest press
Set 4: Flat DB chest press
Set 5: 30 degree decline DB chest press
Set 6: 45 degree decline DB chest press
Since you get a mechanical advantage each set, do the best you can to maintain the same weight for the
same number of reps from set to set. Keeping the intensity high and hitting so many different angles in
the space of a single workout makes omni sets an incredibly unique and effective tool.

Want to try out a 6-Week Shred Program dedicated to
Omni Sets with a Total Body focus? Click Here To Learn More.

Conclusion
Each of the three new techniques we’ve presented is an amazing tool. However, don’t get caught up
using just one or two (that’s probably what you’re doing now and why you’re not getting the gains you
deserve). When you use all three tools together in this order they work synergistically to
maximize your muscle gains.
Don’t be the guy that only does clusters because his ego is too big to pick up lighter weights, nor should
you be the guy that cowers in fear of heavy squats and deadlifts and only does stress and omni sets.
Stop leaving growth on the gym floor. Got it? Good!
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What’s Next?

Want to try out the Beta Version Workouts from
No Nonsense Muscle Building 2.0? Click Here To Learn More.
After you finish the three 6-week phases, I’ll be ready to release the OFFICIAL No Nonsense Muscle
Building 2.0 workouts (to be released in July 2015) so that you can continue making the best gains of
your life with BRAND NEW WORKOUTS and avoiding plateaus like vegans avoid barbecues.
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